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Welcome to 

The Sermon on the Mount is probably the best-known part of 
the teachings of Jesus, though arguably it is the least understood. 
It is the nearest thing to a manifesto that He ever uttered, 
for it is His own description of what He wanted His followers 
to be and to do. The Sermon is found in Matthew’s Gospel 
toward the beginning of Jesus’ public ministry. Immediately 
after His baptism (Matthew 3) and temptation (Matthew 4), 
Jesus had begun to announce the Good News that the Kingdom 
of God, long promised in the Old Testament era, was now on 
the threshold. He Himself had come to inaugurate it; bring it 
into existence. With Jesus, the new age had dawned, and the 
rule of God had broken into history: “Repent! For the Kingdom 
of God is near!” (Matthew 4:17) Indeed, Jesus shared this 
message over and over again throughout His three years of 
ministry.

We’ve just wrapped up the first 20 verses of this epic manifesto 
in our “Flipped” Teaching Series. But verse 20 is where we 
will camp out on for these next several weeks as we begin 
our new Teaching Series at CCCH: Fake News. We live in a 
world today that Fake News is blurred with real news almost 
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constantly. Whether you get your news from T.V., Radio, the 
Internet, etc. it can be difficult to figure out what is true,  
what is not true, and sometimes finding the small bits of  
truth within exaggerations, white lies, opinions, and political 
advertisements. From the President to Congress to the Press 
to the average Joe, Fake News has unfortunately become 
commonplace language in our American culture.

Yet, the concept of Fake News is not a new concept. 2,000 
years ago during the time of Jesus, the Jewish religious 
elite, the Pharisees and Sadducees, operated their religious 
system with a false sense of goodness and how to be right 
with God. In Matthew 5:20, Jesus begins to expose their “fake 
goodness” with his words to His listeners: “For I tell you that 
unless your righteousness surpasses that of the Pharisees 
and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the 
kingdom of heaven.” It was clear that no one could be “more 
righteous, more good” than the guys who were setting the 
standard of religious goodness. Yet, even the religious elite 
could not surpass their own goodness, so they too, were sorry 
out of luck in entering the Kingdom of God and being right 
with God. So, were Jesus’ words a condemnation of all of 
humanity at their inability to be good enough for God, be in 
right relationship with God, and be a part of the Kingdom of 
God? Yes! But that’s not the whole story…

Thankfully, Jesus words’ come off the heels of the clear need 
for people to place their faith in Him as Savior, turn from their 
sins, and live a life different from the world around them, a 
Kingdom of God lifestyle where the peacemakers, the mourners, 
the humble will lead and reign. So, what’s the point of Jesus 
saying verse 20? Jesus is challenging their view of basic 
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goodness or being righteous. What the people have been 
told about basic goodness with regard to navigating difficult 
relational issues is Fake News! In order for them to live in  
the Kingdom of God, these messages will have to be  
deconstructed and replaced with truth. Jesus will begin to 
challenge each of these messages with the phrase “You  
have heard it was said…but I tell you…” Jesus begins 
each of his challenges with the idea that what they’ve heard 
in the past about being good is wrong, but He’s here to tell 
them what is actually good…and it’s maybe not what they 
were expecting! And as we read His words, it may not be 
what we were expecting! Jesus is more concerned with our 
heart’s goodness and from that “good heart” flows a lifestyle 
of goodness and righteousness that is pleasing to God and 
enables us to fully experience the Kingdom of God.

Our hope and prayer is that after spending the first two 
months of 2019 “Exploring God,” you would be able to see 
the heart of God by continuing to explore the words of  
Jesus. Whether you are in a group or are using this guide  
for individual study, know that God is waiting to speak to you 
as you read through Jesus’ words. He wants to show you a 
greater Kingdom to be a part of, a greater life to be lived  
than you could have ever imagined! So, take the risk, explore 
the words of Jesus, not only by yourself, but also with others! 

Note: Much of this Discussion Guide has been developed by using 

a few different resources.

Sermon on the Mount – by John Stott

Celebrate Matthew – by Keith Loy

Moody Bible Commentary: Matthew – by Dr. Michael Vanlaningham
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WEEK ONE

WHEN I’M ANGRY
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When I’m Angry  
(Matthew 5:21-26)

Introduction: It’s safe to say the average American would  
consider himself/herself to have a good heart. You’re known 
to be a basically good person. A rather common line of  
reasoning that exists today in determining if we are good 
sounds something like this – “Well, I know I’m not perfect, 
but at least I’m not a murderer!” As if murder is the line 
between good and bad – perhaps also assuming that murder 
is the point of no return. Once a person commits murder, they 
can never be considered a good person ever again. That’s 
actually a very ancient way of thinking (ancient in the truest 
sense of the word because that appears to be exactly what 
some thought about what it meant to be a good person in 
Jesus day. I’m basically a good person. I haven’t murdered 
anyone. Yet, Jesus has a new perspective on murder that gets 
to the heart of this commandment and the heart of living in 
the Kingdom of God.

Verse 21-22a: Jesus cites the sixth commandment regarding 
murder (Exodus 20:13) but equated the guilt of an emotion 
with the act of murder, something that is not found in the sixth 
commandment itself. Anger is just as serious and dangerous 
as the actual act of murder; it is also the heart behind the act 
of murder. Jesus’ point is that the thought or emotion, if not 
taken captive and discarded, is just as serious and dangerous 
as the resulting act from the thought or emotion. 

Verse 22b: The term “Raca” means “empty headed.” It was 
a term that was used when you wanted to show contempt 
towards someone. The word may have originated from the 
sound a person makes in clearing the throat in preparation to 
spit. Rrraaaacah! That’s what I think of you! I will spit on you 
because I do not care about you! Jesus said this is a greater 
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evil than just anger. In anger, we want to hurt someone. In 
contempt, we consider someone unworthy of attention or 
respect. The term “You Fool” was an expression of malice 
towards someone. Though similar to the concept of “Raca,” 
this phrase is used by Jesus to show that any type of angry 
thought or action towards someone is murder in your heart. 
Though “you fool” was not as derogatory as “Raca,” it still 
showed a murderous heart from the one who thought or said 
it. In our culture, “Raca” could be a swear word and “You 
Fool” could be calling someone dumb or stupid. In God’s 
eyes, when we think or act on any of those words, it reveals  
a heart not aligned with the Kingdom of God.

Verses 23-24: There is a sense of urgency in Jesus’ call for us 
to reconcile with someone who we are holding angry thoughts 
against or vice versa. “Leaving the gift at the altar” was Jesus’ 
way of referring to the worship practice in the Jewish faith to 
offer a sacrifice to God. In our context, this would be the same 
as coming to church to worship or partaking in communion. 
Anger in a relationship with someone is so severe that Jesus 
does not want us to worship God until we have sought for-
giveness and reconciliation from that person. 

Verses 25-26: It was common in the Jewish faith to take  
disputes to a civil court, a lower level of court, that was  
controlled by the religious elite. But if things could not be  
settled, it was taken to the Roman authority in their area.  
Jesus is trying to buck the corrupt religious system and  
instead help people see the need to pursue forgiveness and 
reconciliation with one another instead of bringing a third or 
sometimes fourth party into the conflict. Once again, Jesus 
emphasizes the severity of this: being thrown in prison and 
not getting out until every last penny is paid to your adversary. 
It is seriously important to “settle matters quickly” with those 
you are at odds against because it not only could cost you a 
lot financially, it will cost you a lot spiritually. 
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Discussion Questions:

1. What connections do you see between unrighteous  
anger and murder? Why do you think Jesus connects 
these two together? 

2. Why is it so easy to commit “murder” in the words that 
we say towards others?  

3.  Read James 1:19-20. How do James’ words enforce 
Jesus’ words in these verses? What practical things does 
James tell us that will help combat bursts of anger and 
losing our temper? 

4. After reading verses 23-26, what do these tell us about 
God’s heart towards broken relationships?  

5. Why is Jesus concerned that reconciliation and seeking 
forgiveness be made quickly? 

6. How important is reconciliation to you? Do you feel like 
reconciliation is always your responsibility to pursue first 
in any broken relationship? Why? 

7. How has Jesus set the example for us to be the initiators 
in pursuing reconciliation and forgiveness? 

8. When you hold a grudge against someone or a  
relationship is in tension, how does that affect your  
ability to worship God and grow closer to Him? 

9. Is there a relationship God is bringing to mind as you study 
this passage that you need to begin to pursue reconciliation 
or seek forgiveness? Who is it and what one step can you 
take this week to begin to seek reconciliation? 
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10. In situations where the person does not want to reconcile 
with you after your multiple attempts, how can you move 
forward in life? How can you look to God as an example 
of wanting reconciliation with everyone even though peo-
ple reject Him?

Final Thoughts: Jesus is taking murder to the next level…it’s 
murder in one’s heart, anger against someone, that is important 
to take care of in order to live fully in the Kingdom of God.  
Jesus is not saying you can never worship Him if you aren’t  
at peace with everyone; He is not saying you can’t live in the 
Kingdom if you have some strained relationships. But He is 
saying is that our hearts should be actively pursuing peace and 
love instead of allowing our hearts to fill with anger and contempt 
towards others. Remember: Jesus isn’t so much giving a new 
law as he is giving an illustration and further explanation behind 
the purpose of the law. The law is do not murder; yet anger is 
as serious as murder, and it is also what leads to most actual 
homicides. So, avoid it at all costs by fixing broken relationships 
as quickly as possible. Don’t let anything get in the way – not a 
religious ritual or practice, not a court verdict. Just do what you 
can to get it fixed. The truly good person does this, one who is 
pursuing a Kingdom Lifestyle.
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WEEK TWO

WHEN I’M  
TURNED ON
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When I’m Turned On  
(Matthew 5:27-30)

Introduction: Lust. It’s a four-letter word that no one really 
likes to talk about in Christian circles. The same was true back 
in Jesus’ day. This topic is actually something that is glorified in 
our society. Books, Movies, T.V. shows emphasize the physical 
and emotional attractions people have and there is a green 
light, always, to pursue these attractions. Like anger, when  
lust is acted on or continuously dwelled upon in one’s heart,  
it can be very serious and destructive. God is the author of 
sex, the author of physical and emotional intimacy, and when 
we experience those things His ways, they can be enjoyed to 
the full! 

Verses 27-28: The seventh of the Ten Commandments forbids 
one to have sex with someone who isn’t your spouse. The 
religious leaders in Jesus’ day had a conveniently narrow 
definition of sexual sin: just make sure you don’t have inter-
course with someone other than your spouse. They also had  
a conveniently broad definition of sexual purity: just have 
intercourse with your spouse and you are sexually pure. Jesus 
says, “That’s surface stuff. What about your heart?” So, how 
do we define lust? Lust is the encouraging and cultivating  
of sexual and emotional fantasies about someone other 
than your spouse in marriage. If you lust, you’re just as guilty 
as one who cheats on their spouse. Your thoughts reflect your 
heart and God cares more about your heart than anything else 
as we live in the Kingdom of God.

Verses 29-30: Once again, the actions to stop lust from  
flooding your heart and mind are extremely severe! Jesus 
does not literally want us to cut off our hand if we act lustfully 
or gouge out our eyes if we look at someone with lust. Jesus 
is using hyperbole in order to emphasize the severity of lust 
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in our lives. We need to take seriously the desire to destroy 
lustful desires. This means DOING ANYTHING AND  
EVERYTHING to remove emotional connections from our 
heart that draw us intimately towards someone in the same 
way we should be emotionally intimate with our spouse. This 
means DOING ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING to remove 
and turn away from sexually enticing images, people, etc. and 
dwelling on those things in our minds that should only  
be reserved towards one’s spouse. 

Discussion Questions:

1. In our culture, do you feel like lust is something that is  
socially acceptable? If so, does your heart and mind  
line up more with our culture or with Jesus’ standard of 
adultery? 

2. Lust has been described before as a “cannibal committing 
suicide by nibbling on oneself.” What do you think about 
that comparison? Agree? Disagree? Why? 

3. Pornography is a multi-billion dollar industry that makes 
more annually than the NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL  
combined. How has lust become such a powerful,  
money-making entity in our culture? 

4.  Read 1 Corinthians 6:18-20. Paul is writing to baby  
Christians in Corinth who were fine with temple  
prostitution (having sex with “prophets” to worship the 
Greco-Roman gods). What are some ways in our culture 
that we worship sex, sexual fantasy, pleasure, lust, etc?  

5. Jesus’ words in verses 29-30 are extremely severe. So, 
what severe actions do people need to make if they are 
struggling with lust? 
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6. Jesus spoke to a culture where men and women were 
covered in clothes from head to toe. We live in a culture 
where showing skin is the norm. How can we combat lust 
when it seems the odds are stacked greater against us? 

7. How can one’s desire for emotional intimacy outside of 
their spouse be looked at as lust?  

8. What is one practical way you have combatted lustful 
desires in your own life? 

9. Ultimately Jesus was someone who never got married…
Paul was in that same boat. It is these two men that  
have the most to say about lust in the New Testament. 
Clearly, there is a contentment in their lives of pursuing 
the Kingdom of God fully that pushes out a need for 
sexual fulfillment. How can our pursuit of the Kingdom 
of God help combat our desire for sexual and emotional 
fulfillment outside of marriage? 

10. If you’re single, how do Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians 
7:25-26 give you an encouragement to fight the battle 
in your mind and your heart against adultery? If you’re 
married, how do these same words serve as a warning 
to fight against the feelings of always “needing” sexual 
fulfillment and thus, giving yourself the freedom to find  
it outside of marriage?

Final Thoughts: God, the author of sex, and the author of our 
bodies, created us to be emotionally and physically connected 
to only one person. When two people engage in sex, two 
chemicals in our brain, Dopamines (pleasure chemical) and 
Oxytocins (emotionally-bonding chemical) are released in 
unison at some of the highest amounts throughout our brains. 
Our brains release dopamines when good things happen in 
our lives to tell us that we should keep doing that. Oxytocins 
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are released to bond us to other people (ex. When a mother 
gives birth, tons of oxytocins are released to bond her to her 
newborn). When two people have sex, there is never a time 
our brains release more of these chemicals than in any other 
experience in this world. The more you have sex with one  
person, the more your brain functions in a healthy, God- 
designed way. The more you emotionally and physically  
lust over someone other than your spouse, the more those 
chemicals get out of whack. Thus, you find yourself addicted 
to the chemical release of either of these chemicals instead  
of experiencing the fullness of both chemicals released  
together, the way God designed it to be. Yet, we also see  
that our brains can still function in a healthy way if these 
chemicals are released often. They aren’t dependent on sex 
to be healthy, but an unhealthy view of sexual and emotional 
intimacy can create chaos in our God-designed brains.
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WEEK THREE

WHEN MY HAPPILY
ISN’T EVER AFTER
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When My Happily Isn’t Ever After
(Matthew 5:31-32)

Introduction: Various studies have concluded that about 50% 
of marriages end in divorce. Divorce is about as common 
having milk and eggs in our fridge, it’s everywhere. The same 
was true in Jesus’ day because of an incorrect interpretation 
of a law recorded in Deuteronomy 24:1- “If a man marries 
a woman who becomes displeasing to him because he 
finds something indecent about her, and he writes her a 
certificate of divorce, gives it to her and sends her from his 
house…” Most religious teachers of that day took this verse 
out of context (read verses 2-4 to see this is a completely  
unrelated situation to two people just getting divorced).  
Thus, anyone was allowed divorce for any reason, no matter  
how fickle or unreasonable it was! This was never God’s  
intention for marriage and Jesus speaks up, not to focus  
on the grounds for divorce, but God’s desire for people to 
experience marriage in all of its fullness.

Verse 31: A man was generally thought to be righteous or 
good in the matter of divorce if he gave his wife a written 
statement of divorce. Then, she could legally prove she was 
unmarried. This allowed her to defend herself against adultery 
if found with a man, seek marriage to another, or make her 
living as a prostitute. As long as you gave your wife a “pink 
slip,” you were being a good guy as you shoved her out the 
door so you could welcome home a new wife, more to your 
present liking. People in Jesus’ day saw this issue of giving 
divorce papers as a command; that was their focus. In reality, 
they should’ve been focused on their hearts, and more impor-
tantly, God’s heart for marriage in His Kingdom.

Verse 32: This statement shows how severely Jesus takes di-
vorce and marriage. It is adultery if you divorce someone and 
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they haven’t cheated on you. It is adultery if you marry some-
one who was divorced for reasons other than there being an 
affair. God desires marriages to be permanent, but in this, 
He does give concessions for divorce, even though His 
heart is always for reconciliation. 

1. When a spouse is guilty of sexual immorality and is  
unwilling to repent and live faithfully with their spouse 
(Matthew 5:32 and 19:9).

2. When marriage and divorce occur before a person is 
saved (2 Corinthians 5:17). If they aren’t living in  
relationship with God, how can we expect them to  
live the Kingdom lifestyle?

3. When one spouse is an unbeliever and willingly and  
permanently deserts the believing partner and ends  
the marriage (1 Corinthians 7:12).

4. There are also instances involving abuse that place a 
spouse and children in a position of grave danger.  
Substance abuse from a spouse is another special  
circumstance.

Discussion Questions:

1. What do you think are some of the reasons as to why 
people get divorced?  

2. What do you see as some of the negative consequences 
that divorce can have on a marriage? Family? Friends of 
the divorced couple? Friends of the Family? 

3.  Read Matthew 19:1-9. How does Jesus elaborate on his 
statements in verses 31-32 and bring more clarity to the 
controversial topic of divorce?  

4. Why do you think Jesus addresses divorce immediately 
after his talk on lust and adultery and right before his talk 
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on taking and abusing oaths? How do these all connect 
with one another? 

5. How does Jesus’ teaching contrast with today’s cultural 
view on marriage and divorce? 

6. Why do you think Jesus takes divorce as serious as He 
does? Why do you think our culture does not take  
divorce as serious (ex. Celebrities commonly have 2nd  
and 3rd marriages)? 

7. The Bible describes Jesus as the groom and His Church 
(anyone who has put their faith in Jesus as Savior) as His 
Bride. How does this enhance the seriousness of divorce 
in Jesus’ eyes? 

8. What is the most important “marriage?” Jesus and the 
Church or a man-woman marriage? If you answered  
Jesus and the Church, then how does this impact our 
own marriages? 

9. Ultimately our marriage’s main purpose is to reflect the 
love that Jesus has for the Church. How can we carry  
this mindset into our marriages so that reconciliation is 
always pursued over divorce? 

10.  Read Ephesians 5:21. How can this verse help the  
marriages in our lives? If we’re not married, how can  
we be an encouragement to those who are married  
with what we’ve learned from this study?

Final Thoughts: If you’ve been divorced and after studying the 
text today, realize that you’ve committed adultery, what do 
you do? Well, just like last week’s study on lust and adultery, 
you can be forgiven! Your guilt can be taken away because 
when Jesus died and rose again, He took our punishment, 
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our guilt, and our shame! So, how do you deal with a divorce 
now? A couple of helpful things: One: if your partner asked 
you for a divorce or forced it upon you, admit there might 
have been more you could have done, but then leave it as 
that. Don’t allow Satan to bring guilt into your present because 
of your past! Two: if as a Christian you divorced unbiblically, 
the fact that God was not pleased, and that He viewed your 
remarriage (if so) as an act of adultery does not mean you  
cannot be forgiven. Not only can you be forgiven, you can 
also choose to live out the fullness of God’s design for your 
new marriage!
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WEEK FOUR

WHEN I HAVE
A SPIN PROBLEM
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When I Have A Spin Problem 
(Matthews 5:33-37)

Introduction: Jesus has been telling the crowd on the  
mountainside about how things like uncontrolled anger, 
sexual and emotional fantasy and easy divorce destroy  
relationships. You can’t truly live in the Kingdom of God if 
your heart is pursuing these things that destroy relationship 
with God and relationships with others. Out of the six “You 
have heard it was said” passages in Matthew 5, the one we 
will study next will require the most explanation because we 
do not have an intricate system of oath-taking like the Jewish 
people did in the time of Jesus. However, we will see how 
important it is to be people who keep our promises and stay 
true to our word as we live in the Kingdom of God.

Verse 33: An oath is simply an appeal to God made in public. 
A person would call upon God to witness his vow and God 
could punish him if he broke it. This was intended to be a 
barrier against untruthfulness and make statements sound 
more convincing. Verse 33 is not a direct quotation from the 
OT, but it is a somewhat accurate summary of OT teachings, 
and it’s probably the wording Jesus’ audience had heard for 
years. The intention was to prohibit false swearing, making a 
vow, then breaking it.

Verses 34-36: People abused the oath-making process in 
Jesus’ day and began to make oaths to almost anything  
and everything. Why? To protect the name of God against 
inadvertent oath-breaking, common Jewish practice  
introduced other objects by which to swear by (heaven  
and earth, the city of Jerusalem, one’s own head or hand). 
People’s attention had gotten shifted away from the vow 
itself to the formula used when making it. So Jewish teachers 
had a tough job on their hands. When there was a dispute 
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over keeping your word, it was up to them to determine which 
oaths were actually binding as allusions to God’s name. The 
more closely an oath related to God’s name, the more binding 
it was. You didn’t have to be so particular about keeping 
vows in which God’s name had not been used. Some people 
thought it was harmless to deceive and not keep their vow if 
they swore oaths by something like their right hand or their 
head (v. 36). Swearing by heaven and earth (vs. 34-35) was a 
little more binding as was swearing by Jerusalem (v. 35), the 
city of God, but it still was not as binding as “Swearing to 
God.”

Verse 37: People abused the “oath-making” system so  
that they could intentionally deceive and not keep their  
promises. That is why Jesus dismisses this practice all  
together, demanding absolute truthfulness in all situations 
in life. If you say you’re going to do something, do it! If you 
say you’re not going to do something, don’t do it! Any type 
of desire to deceive or not be completely truthful does not 
come from a heart that is aligned with God’s Kingdom, it 
comes from a heart aligned “with the evil one.”

Discussion Questions:

1. What’s your reaction when you hear someone say “I 
swear to God” or they swear to or swear on something 
or someone’s grave?  

2. Why do you think people need to swear to something  
to show that they are serious in what they are about to 
say? 

3. What can make it easy for us to not keep our word?  
How do you feel when you don’t keep your word? 

4. Do you sometimes feel like we have an “oath-making” 
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system in our culture? What are the things that culture 
deems “ok” to break our word on? What are things  
that we aren’t allowed to break our word on, but often 
do? What are the biggest “no-no’s” in oath-making that 
culture deems wrong and despicable? 

5.  Read Matthew 23:16-22. Just like divorce, Jesus  
elaborates in greater detail later on in His ministry  
about oath making. Why do you think He does this? 

6. Recall a time in your life when a person did not keep 
their word. How did that make you feel? Why do you 
think it hurt you in that way? 

7. One commentary states that as a follower of Jesus, it is 
completely unnecessary to make oaths? Do you agree 
or disagree? Why? 

8. When we don’t keep our word, do you think people 
view us as deceitful? Irresponsible? Unreliable? All of  
the above? Why? 

9. Why is it important for our “yes to be yes” as we  
represent Jesus to the world around us? 

10. What is one way this week you can begin to pursue a 
lifestyle where your “yes is ALWAYS yes?”

Final Thoughts: Authenticity is one of the most-desired 
qualities in people today. In a world of Fake News, we are 
adamantly searching for the truth! As Kingdom of God  
people, we need to be people who are pursuing truth, tell 
truth, and removing any speck of deceit from our hearts, 
minds, actions, and words. I don’t know if there is anything 
our culture despises any more than dishonesty coming from 
people who claim to be Christians. We can do irreparable 
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damage to our witness, and even to the cause of Christ and 
proclaiming His Kingdom, through not being people of our 
word. This is a big deal. If the world is ever to see Jesus 
Christ in us, if the world is ever to see the glorious ways of 
the Kingdom of God, it is going to be through consistent 
displays of truthfulness. If we trip up here, we will loose the 
respect of this culture.
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WEEK FIVE

WHEN I WANT
TO GET EVEN
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When I Want To Get Even
(Matthews 5:38-42)

Introduction: The desire for justice runs deep in our hearts. 
If authenticity and finding truth is the most desired quality in 
our society, the desire for justice is right behind it! We want 
to see wrongs made right; we want to see evil called out and 
punished; we want justice to prevail! These attitudes are even 
present in one of the most popular movie series in the last ten 
years: the Marvel and DC Movies. Time and time again these 
movies make millions and behind the action, the humor, the 
cinematography, etc. is everyone’s desire to see the good 
guys, the super heroes, win! Because of this desire, we as  
humans love to take justice into our own hands. What we 
deem as “fighting injustice” is perfectly ok with us no matter 
who we hurt or what chaos we create. Yet Jesus has some 
words for us when we have a desire to get even, make our 
own wrongs right. They echo the words of His Father: “It is 
mine to avenge; I will repay…” (Deuteronomy 32:35). In 
this section, we will see how it’s God’s job to make things 
right, not ours.

Verse 38: Jesus is quoting an Old Testament saying that 
would have been extremely familiar to His audience. It is 
found in the books of Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuteronomy, 
but its interpretation was taken out of context; thus, things 
got out of hand. The purpose of this law was twofold: It put a 
limit on punishment. The law defined justice by setting a cap 
point on how much punishment a person could receive. Not 
wanting violence to escalate, the law stepped in and said the 
punishment should be in line with the severity of the crime. 
No more no less. Two: it eliminated personal revenge. The 
sentencing was to be carried out by the court of law and not 
by individuals. “Eye for eye” and “tooth for tooth” was never 
intended to be used by people who were angry with someone 
else. It was an instruction for how judges should punish crimes 
brought to the courtroom for sentencing. By Jesus’ day both 
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of these fundamentals were pretty much overlooked. Wrongs 
were repaid by greater wrongs, and worse yet, this was being 
carried out by individuals in their own relationships.

Verse 39: A strike on the right cheek was an insult. It would 
have been a slap using the back of the hand. A blow to the 
left cheek was considered a punch (since most people are 
right handed). It could be taken literally and a foreshadowing 
of the assault Jesus took as He carried His cross to Calvary.  
It can also be taken figuratively as someone insulting you 
verbally. Like most of Jesus’ parables, both options should be 
considered and applied to our lives. Instead of getting, we 
forfeit our personal dignity knowing that God will avenge or 
repay the injustice we suffer.

Verse 40: The tunic was a long garment that would be some-
thing like how we would wear a dress or a shirt. Over the top 
of that people would wear the cloak, or what we might refer 
to as a jacket or a coat. The cloak was worn around the body 
much like a blanket, and at night it was used something like a 
temporary sleeping bag. The human tendency was to cling to 
the cloak. Jesus’ point is when you are tempted to enact re-
venge on someone for something they did, instead you show 
outrageous kindness to them. The natural, knee-jerk reaction 
to pursue revenge, not being kind, loving, and generous to-
wards them.

Verse 41: A Roman soldier would commonly force Jewish  
people to carry their luggage whenever they were on  
assignment in their city. They could literally go up to a  
Jewish person and tell them to carry their luggage one  
mile. The Jews were already irritated that the Romans had 
control of their homeland, so this act of force was naturally 
despised. Some, thinking if Jesus was really the Jewish  
Messiah, that He would put an end to Roman rule and  
establish a brand new political kingdom. Instead, he gives 
them a different directive: go two miles. Do more than is 
required for someone who has no regard for you.
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Verse 42: In the context of all these statements, Jesus is once 
again giving an example of how to respond to someone who 
is treating us with evil and contempt. So, the call to give to 
someone does not throw wisdom out the window. Rather, it 
looks at our hearts about giving. Is our attitude when giving 
something along the lines of “How will this benefit me? What 
am I going to get out of this? This is mine, so there better be 
a good reason for parting with it.” Or do we have the attitude 
of the Psalmist “The earth is the LORD’s and everything in 
it” (Psalm 24:1). If it’s all God’s, why are we withholding it and 
focusing on how it will benefit us personally instead of entrusting 
God with it, no matter the heart of the person asking?

Discussion Questions:

1. How do you see the desire to get even play out in our 
culture? In kids? In the workplace? In your home? 

2. How long does the satisfaction of getting even last? If it 
ends being a “fleeting pleasure,” why do we still pursue 
it often? 

3. Think of a time when you were insulted (slapped on the 
cheek). Maybe it was in person, behind your back, or on 
your social media. How did you respond? How would 
Jesus have responded in your situation? 

4. Think of a time when someone wronged you and your 
first thought was to get back or get even with them.  
How did that situation turn out? How would Jesus have 
reacted in that situation? 

5. Think of a time when someone tried to take advantage 
of you, your possessions, or even your kindness towards 
them. How did you react once you realized they were 
“overstaying their welcome” from a relational stand-
point? How would Jesus have reacted in that situation? 
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6. These five verses focus on various injustices that are  
done to people daily. What would you say is the most 
common one that is done to you? (Insults, being  
deceived, face to face conflict/hurt). How does it  
affect you when it happens to you? 

7. What is one way you can begin to change your response 
towards others when they hurt you? 

8. How can we “wait on the Lord to make every wrong, 
right?”  

9. If you have gotten even with someone, what is some-
thing you can do this week to pursue reconciliation  
and forgiveness with this person? 

10. How can a follower of Jesus still fight injustices in this 
world without getting even with someone?

Final Thoughts: The desire for justice is a God-given desire, 
but as Paul writes in Romans 12:17-19a “Do not repay any-
one evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes 
of everyone. If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, 
live at peace with everyone. Do not take revenge, my dear 
friends, but leave room for God’s wrath…” The desire for 
justice is good, but the desire to get even comes from Satan 
himself. God will right every wrong someday, but our focus 
should be less on getting even or getting back at someone 
who has wronged us and more on “doing right and living at 
peace.” When you choose to pursue this type of lifestyle,  
you will experience the righteousness of God. It is a desire  
to make wrongs right through sacrifice and selflessness. It  
is a desire to give up all rights so that you can be in right 
relationship with others. It is a desire to forgive and cancel 
relational debts on a consistent basis.
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WEEK SIX

WHEN I HAVE
AN ENEMY
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When I Have An Enemy
(Matthews 5:43-48)

Introduction: Jesus wraps up this part of His sermon by focusing 
on a controversial topic that would strike a cord with all of 
his listeners: a call to love your enemies. The Jewish people 
were ruled by the Roman Empire during this time period...
and they hated it! They were also taken advantage of, treated 
unfairly, oppressed, and consistently bullied by the Romans. 
Many Jewish people believed that the Messiah, the Savior of 
the World, would come and overthrow the Romans so that  
Israel would rule the world. Yet, this Jesus, who was making 
the outrageous claims to be the Messiah, was not lifting a 
sword to battle, but calling His followers to love those Romans 
and anyone else who was not pro-Israel taking over the world.

Verse 43: Jesus is referring to the law found in Leviticus 19:18b 
that states, “love your neighbor as yourself.” However, there 
was never anything written in the Bible to “hate your enemy.” 
This was something added on by the Jewish religious leaders, 
but was commonly accepted as God’s truth. In fact, that  
addition contradicts God’s truth found in Proverbs 25:21, 
which states, “If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat; 
if he is thirsty give him water to drink.” That sounds like the 
opposite of hate, not a call from God love one’s neighbor 
(Jewish person) and hate one’s enemy (non-Jewish person).

Verses 44-45: Jesus looks to the example of the Heavenly  
Father as to how we should treat our enemies. We are called 
to love our enemies and pray for them because God daily 
blesses those who, by their actions, are enemies of God  
(Romans 5:10). In this agricultural environment, it was  
believed that God is the main source of sun and rain that 
enabled crops to grow abundantly. Even the Greco-Roman 
“religious system” had multiple gods they would pray to for 
good weather so their crops would grow. It was common 
belief that the deities of one’s faith were in charge of this type 
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of blessing. So, Jesus’ point is that if God is still blessing the 
people who want nothing to do with Him and don’t even 
believe in Him, we should follow His example of love and care 
for our enemies.

Verses 46-47: In Jewish eyes, Tax Collectors and Pagans  
were two groups of people who were top enemies because  
of their immorality. Tax Collectors cheated Jews out of tons  
of hard-earned money and gave it over to the Romans  
Government. Pagans, non-Jews, were filthy, disgusting,  
immoral-behaving people who worshipped their “gods” 
through detestable acts like sex and child sacrifice. Jesus’ 
point is that even the “worst” people in the world can love 
their neighbor. But a true righteousness from God is seen in 
how we treat those “not like us” and “don’t like us.”

Verse 48: The call to be perfect in this verse has been hotly  
debated for the last 2,000 years. In the context of Jesus’ 
words, it is clear that He knows people will never achieve  
perfection on this earth; that is why He came to the earth!  
The perfect God-man died in place of imperfect humans like 
you and I. So, Jesus’ words to be perfect is focused on the 
type of love God has for enemies. Pursue a type of love, not 
only for your neighbor, but for everyone, just like God loves 
everyone!

Discussion Questions:

1. In the divisive culture we live in, who would you consider 
as an enemy? Think more so along the lines of people 
who live and think differently than you, rather than  
someone you hate or hates you. 

2. Jesus tells us to pray for our enemies as a way to love 
them. On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your 
prayer life for your enemy? 1 being never and 10 being 
daily. 
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3. Think of the type of prayers we pray for our enemies…are 
they prayers more about them changing their behavior/
thoughts or are they more about us showing them love, 
kindness, and patience? Which of those two types of 
prayers do you think Jesus is more interested in and why? 

4. If someone has been at odds against you, how have they 
shown you love and started pursuing reconciliation with 
you? 

5.  Read Romans 5:6-11. How does reading this help  
motivate you to love your enemies? 

6. Can you identify people in your life that need to be 
shown more love by you? Who are they and why is it  
difficult for you to show them love? 

7. What are some examples that you have experienced or 
seen in the news or in your life that shows the type of 
love Jesus is calling us to have towards our enemies? 

8. When you’ve chosen to love your enemies, how does  
this usually make you feel? Why? 

9. What are some practical ways to show the love of God  
to your enemies? 

10. Ultimately, God’s design for relationships echoes Paul’s 
words in Romans 12:9-18. What is something you can  
do this week to begin to cultivate a heart and life that 
pursues the lifestyle Paul commands in those verses? 

Final Thoughts: We’ve spent the past six weeks looking at 
how Jesus deconstructs the Pharisees’ view of right living 
(righteousness) and reinforces God’s view of right living: it has 
to start in the heart. This right living can’t be just mindless 
rule-following; it has to be something grown in one’s heart 
that will produce a lifestyle that is counter-cultural. The  
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culmination of these six weeks ends with this call to love one’s 
enemies. The hope is that if a person begins to work on their 
heart and mind, allowing God’s Spirit to control these things, 
then loving an “enemy” will be a natural part of one’s life. 
In fact, “enemies” will be no more and everyone will be a 
“neighbor,” which is getting to the heart of God’s rule in  
Leviticus 19:18. 

• We will choose to love instead of lashing out in anger.
• We will choose to love instead of objectifying and  

lusting.
• We will choose to love instead of pursuing divorce.
• We will choose to love instead of using our words  

deceitfully.
• We will choose to love instead of getting even.

When we choose these things, we remove the FAKE NEWS 
of how the world defines being good. Instead, we put on the 
righteousness of God and through the power of His Holy  
Spirit, we live a life that brings the Good News, the truth, of 
Jesus’ Kingdom to the world around us.



The B.L.E.S.S. Practices

Begin the day with prayer – asking God to lead you  
to an opportunity to bless someone else 

Listen to the people you meet – looking for an open 
door to learn more about their spiritual needs 
 

Eat with people who need Jesus – spending time  
to build relationships formed with trust and care 

Serve the people around you – showing others how the 
Lord of your life came to be a caring servant 

Share your story – telling others about the life  
change Jesus Christ has brought to your life
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